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ACTIVIST PHILOSOPHY OF TECHNOLOGY: ESSAYS 1989-1999
[by chapter]

1. introduction


2. retrospective and prospective


3. technosocial problems


4. positive examples


5. bioethics


6. engineering ethics


7. comparative perspectives

*Philosophy of Science:*


Sociology of Science:


Sociology of Technology:


Philosophy of Technology:


Activism:


8. social responsibility


Epilogue


**ACTIVIST PHILOSOPHY OF TECHNOLOGY: ESSAYS 1999-2009**

[references by chapters]

1. *Ludus Vitalis* 1


2. *Ludus* 2


3. Borgmann


4. ethics new technologies


______. forthcoming. “Activist Philosophy of Technology and the Preservation of Biodiversity.” Techne (?).


5. biotechnology


Sigman, Mike. 2002. “Bio-Feedback: Biotechnology is the wave of the future, and Delaware is riding the crest. Delaware Today, November, pp. 73ff.


6. multiple facets philosophy engineering


Laymon, Ronald. "Idealizations and the Reliability of Dimensional Analysis." In *Durbin, Critical Perspectives* (above.).


Thompson, Paul. *Food Biotechnology in Ethical Perspective.* Chapman and Hall, 1997


7. broader dimensions engineering ethics


*Professional Engineer* (regular case reports on ethics violations).


8. computer ethics


9. engineering ethics education


www.udel.edu/pbl for publications related to Problem Based Learning at the University of Delaware.

Appendix 1 Berg Olsen 5 Questions


_______. Forthcoming. "Philosophy of Technology: In Search of Discourse Synthesis."


Appendix 2 (Ubiquity essay)


Other references:


PHILOSOPHY, SUSTAINABILITY, AND GLOBALIZATION
[references by parts]

1. ethics of sustainability


2. Philosophy, technology, and globalization


Arias, Oscar. Inaugural address, in La Nacion, 9 May 2006. In La Nacion, 25 March 2008, there was a two-year-follow-up story, both supporting Arias and reporting the decline of support for Otton Solis.


3. CEEP and experiential learning

(Doctoral theses listed separately at end.)


Hutchinson, Becca. 2007. "'Green' plan aims to cut energy costs, reduce greenhouse gas emissions in Delaware." See UpDate, the University of Delaware's news publication: www.udel.edu/update, June 7.


The Doctoral Theses.

All from either the Center for Energy and Environmental Policy (including its forerunner, the Center for Energy Policy) or the School of Urban Affairs and Public Policy (the administrative unit in which CEEP was housed for a long time); University of Delaware.


Hsu, Shih Jung. 1995. "Environmental Protest, the Authoritarian State, and Civil Society: The Case of Taiwan."


